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Dear Mr. Heineman, 

I have a special interest in the use that can be made by some of the more irrespon- 
sible statements by those who claim to be assassination experts, so before going to bed 
I wanted to read the 9/28/65 excerpt from the Congressional Aecord. 

I note that in extending his remarks, Congreseman Prioe of Illinois (do you recall 
his first same and what committees he was on?) did not give a source. You described this 
as "by the CIA in its npecial report to a "Select group of Con=eonmen.'" 

Was this your presumption or have you knowledge? 
I have two friends I would like to read this. Parts will not copy well, particularly 

in the gutter edge, that of binding. If it prevents no great problem to you I would aepreciate 
copies to let them read. 

If it means going to the library to do this or anything like that please do not go 
to the trouble. 

Are you aware of aeything else alcm41 this line? 
As I reed this it reminded no of several pages I have eithee loaner' out or filed 

under a different subject that do deal with mind or behavior control. When I got them 
I'll send you a copy. If my recollections aro correct, it i, a paper on Soviet use of 
or state of development in mind control, eomething like tilat. 

The books are on the way. 

bcc: Under date of 12/6/74 this man wrote me a 	Thanks, 
3-pp, single-spaced letter dealing with critics, 

J his experiences not being able to find Joesten's 
books at the Library of Congress or mine except 	Harold Weisberg the first in his local (cincinnati) library and 
making a reference to this as quoted above and to his interest in mind control. What 
took my attention as I read this is that rice did not give any source and the most 
likely source is CIA (hence question about committees-like maybe Military Affairs?). 

And the further I got into it I wondered more and more if the author might be one 
of special interest. Then in CIA and then apparently in more or less this line of work. 
Aunt. 

There is only a tasks genuflexion toward the Saint, Edgar. This deals entirely 
with CIA. It refers to materials not generally available and in several cases to what is not available, although that much could have come from a commiteee press release - if 
there was one. 

He refers to no source of knowledge about WW IV that he said he wanted. I have 
done no broadcast except possibly one to a clear-channel N.O. sgation that he could have heard in Cincinnati (Ellenwood). If he saw the wire copy, 12/6 was late for a buff for 
the third of three was on the wire for 11/28. 

By another coincidence, it was about the time he first wrote me that I discussed 
with a friend on the National Enquirer their buying three pages I do have, from CIA 
materials, on tehavior control. I had forgotten it in replying earlier. I had sent this 
and another paper to this friend. 

But nobody knew I had this. I had given no copies out and had discussed it with 
nobody else. 

It could be coincidence. 

JIM: it was late and I did skim. This is so different from a novel one can't really 
tell, but do you see any similarities to Hunt's writing if you recall it as of the time 
you read it with care? 

If I dpn't let you know in time that he did send other copies, I will pleasqwent 
this back. This was made from a bound copy. 


